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PRELIMINARY STUDIES AND COLLECTION OF INFORMATION 

During the first stage of implementation of the activity “Preliminary studies and collection of 

information” hydrometric data was collected and processed, hydrometric stations were selected for use in the 

hydrological analysis and a characteristic of their water catchment areas was developed. 

The information for defining the initial and boundary conditions for the purpose of modelling and the 

meteorological data and data from mareographic stations were collected and organised. 

A justified selection of hydraulic models was made for the implementation of the flood hazard 

identification activities. 

After the analysis and evaluation of the spatial information available, digitalised topographic maps in 

scale 1:5000 were used on the spot where necessary, which, despite the problem with the lack of updated 

information, allowed better calibration of the models. 

The information required for assessment and mapping of the flood risk was also collected, geo-coded 

and spatially localised within the identified APSFRs. 

A working register of profiles for geodetic measurements was created, which is necessary for 

identifying the hazard of river floods and sea floods. 

An indicative Timeline of geodetic measurements was drafted for identifying the risk of river floods and 

sea floods for the identified locations within the APSFRs, along with instructions on the scope of the geodetic 

works. 

Three possible approaches for modelling and assessment of pluvial flooding within the APSFRs at risk 

on the territory of the BSBD were proposed, particularly:  

 Modelling individual events of rain; 

 Standard method for identifying the dimensional water quantities from small water catchment areas 

(also known as the “rational method” in the English and American sources). 

 Gerasimov’s methodology for identification of sloping river flow. A justified selection of five sections 

and modelling methodology for pluvial flooding matching the available information was proposed. 

GEODETIC ACTIVITIES AND IDENTIFICATION OF THE PLUVIAL FLOODING HAZARD 

The maps of the areas under flood hazard were developed in line with the requirements of Directive 

2007/60/EC on the assessment and management of flood risks and in line with the national legislation 

currently in force, particularly the Methodology for flood hazard and flood risk assessment, hereinafter referred 

to as the Methodology. 
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The total number of areas of potential significant river flood risk within the BSBD, which cover high and 

medium risk locations is 34. The average length of APSFRs – river floods on the territory of the BSBD, 

measured in GIS environment (ESRI ArcGIS), is approximately 648 km. 

The identified areas are distributed as follows: 

 River basin of Provadiyska River: 7 areas, 124 km 

 River basin of Kamchiya River: 13 areas, 325 km 

 River basin of North Burgas rivers: 6 areas, 100 km 

 River basin of Mandrenski Rivers: 6 areas, 88 km 

 River basin of South Burgas Rivers: 2 areas, 11 km 

The maps of the areas under flood hazard, covering areas that could be flooded, were created in 

the following cases: 

 floods with a high probability, where the likely return period is larger than or equal to 20 years, where 

appropriate; 

 floods with a medium probability, where the likely return period is larger than or equal to 100 years; 

  floods with a low probability, where the likely return period is larger than or equal to 1000 years, as well as 

extreme event scenarios; 

There is no formation of rivers and the existing coastal lakes have underground water recharge at the 

northern part of Dobrudzha plateau. At this part of the coastal slope of Dobrudzha plateau, the yearly 

precipitation does not form a continuous river flow due to the highly permeable soils, the presence of karst and 

the deep waterbed. Because of the different nature of the flow formation, the method known in literature as the 

rational approach for identification of the maximum flow has been applied specifically for determining the 

dimensional water quantities for the dry valleys in X Project Unit. 

The formation and the regime of the river flow is highly dependent on the climate factors of the 

underlying surface.  At the northern sub-area, the karst recharge is predominant - this applies to Batova River, 

Devnenska River and Provadiyska River. There are deep Artesian aquifers at the valley of Kamchiya River 

and the Burgas lowlands. Recharge from the rainfalls is predominant at the southern sub-area.  

Because of the regime of precipitation, the average monthly maximum of the flow has moved from 

March (Northern sub-area) to February (Southern sub-area). The winter flow has also moved in this direction 

for the same reason. 

The water catchment area of Provadiyska River is restricted by the valleys of Rusenski Lom River, the 

Black Sea Dobrudzha Rivers and Kamchiya River. The water catchment area size of the valley is 2132 km2, 

where the river length is 119 km. The river flows into Beloslav Lake, taking eight first order inflows, the most 
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significant of which are Kriva River, Glavnitsa River and Devnenska River. The hydrometric network in the 

river basin comprises of a total of 2 operating hydrometric stations (HMS) of Provadiyska River. HMS of Kriva 

River and Devnya River were closed in 2007 due to technical issues.  

Kamchiya River is the largest river on the Balkan peninsula flowing into the Black Sea. The river and its 

tributaries take up the region between the branches of the East Balkan Mountain. It is formed from Golyama 

Kamchiya River and Luda Kamchiya River, where Golyama Kamchiya River is recognised as its provisional 

origin. The total catchment area of the valley is 5 358 km2. The supporting hydrometric network of the valley of 

Kamchiya currently consists of 5 operating HMS, 3 of which are along the main river and 2 of them along 

Vrana River. 

The North Burgas Rivers are represented by Dvoynitsa River with a length of 53 km and water 

catchment area of 479 km2, Hadzhiyska River, which springs north from the village of Ruen and has a length 

of 55 km and water catchment area of 356 km2, Aheloy River, which springs around the village of Dryanovets 

(in Adata locality), at the northern part of Karnobat-Aytos mountain and flows into the Black Sea south from the 

town of Aheloy, with a length of 39.90 km, and Aytoska River, with a length of 32 km and water catchment 

area of 305 km2. The supporting hydrometric network of the North Burgas Rivers currently comprises of 2 

operating hydrometric stations (HMS). 

Mandrenski Rivers – Rusokastrenska River, Sredetska River and Fakiyska River flow into the Black Sea 

via Mandra reservoir. Rusokastrenska River has a total length of 65.40 km and water catchment area of 525 

km2, Sredetska River has a total length of 69 km and water catchment area of 985.30 km2 and Fakiyska River 

has a total length of 87.30 km and water catchment area of 641 km2. The supporting hydrometric network of 

the valley comprises of 2 operating hydrometric stations (HMS). The HMS at the village of Prohod was closed 

in 2008 due to technical issues. 

South from Mandrenski Rivers, a multitude of short individual rivers with small water catchment areas 

flow directly into the Black Sea. The most important ones of them, from north to south, are: 

Ropotamo River, with a length of 48.50 kilometres and water catchment area of 249 km2. Most of the 

river valley is a dense forest with forests of oak, ash trees, hornbeam and others. Around the estuary of the 

river, there is a long and wide firth, surrounded by the Black Sea with sand strips. The firth is used for sailing 

by small vessels.  

Dyavolska River drains south from the town of Primorsko, its length is 37 km and its water catchment 

area is 133 km2. 

Karagaach River flows south from the town of Kiten and forms a deep estuary when it flows into the 

Black Sea, which reaches a depth of up to 11-14 m at some places. The river is 15 km long. 

Veleka River. It springs from the territory of Turkey from many karst springs located close to the village 

of Kofçaz. At the estuary of Veleka, its width reaches 50 m and its depth is 7-8 m. After the bridge at the 
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Sinemorets-Ahtopol road, the river spreads, makes a sharp turn and flows into the sea. The river is 147 km 

long and its water catchment area is 995 km2. 

Rezovska River (Mutludere in Turkish) is a border river) is a border river. It springs from the highest part 

of Strandzha mountain, east from Kofçaz in Turkey, and flows to the east. After the village of Paspalovo, the 

river serves as a border between Bulgaria and Turkey all the way to its estuary in the Black Sea at the village 

of Rezovo. The total length of the river is 112 km. Its water catchment area is 738 km2, 183 km2 of which are 

on the territory of Bulgaria. The supporting hydrometric network of the valleys comprises of 3 operating 

hydrometric stations (HMS).  

The necessary hydrological studies, research and analysis required for the river flood hazard 

assessment were performed. 

All 23 hydrometric stations (HMS) of the supporting hydrometric network of the National Institute of 

Meteorology and Hydrology - Bulgarian Academy of Science, located on the territory of the BSBD were 

considered.  

In order to increase the precision in determination of the maximum water quantities with return period 

of 20, 100 and 1000 years for the areas defined as areas of potential significant river flood risk, in some cases 

this has been done based on the calculated probability curves for a specific station, instead of doing it based 

on regional dependencies derived for relatively homogeneous regions. The areas for which there are direct 

measurements or close direct measurements can be used are 9. For the remaining 26 APSFRs there are 

either no direct measurements or no close measurements can be used and thus regional dependencies have 

been applied. 

The data from the HMS are aligned to the homogeneous observation period 1953 – 1982 (30 years). 

The necessary assessments of the representativeness of the statistical series have been made. Based on the 

valid probability curves for each HMS, the maximum water quantities with characteristic probability (0.1%, 1% 

and 5%) for each HMS have been obtained - QmaxP%  (m3/s); 

The derived total regional dependency for the entire territory of BSBD that has been considered did not 

yield good results. The derived individual two regional dependencies - one for Kamchiya River and the rivers 

located north from Kamchiya and the second for the Burgas Rivers also yielded unreliable results. 

For this reason, several different cases of regionalisation were considered - regionalisation by location 

of the stations, river systems and different flow characteristics; regionalisation by altitude of the stations as an 

additional factor, etc.  

The specific geographic, climatic and geological characteristics of the considered area were thoroughly 

examined. The characteristic flow formation factors, the conditions for formation of high waves and the 

information about the runoff of the rivers in the area were taken into account. 
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Finally, the following sub-areas by rivers and HMS were identified as the most suitable, based on the 

specific conditions and the data available, for deriving the regional dependencies for the pattern of the 

maximum flow: 

I - Rivers located north from Kamchiya (which includes Batova River, Devnya River, Provadiyska 

River, Kriva River); 

II – Kamchiya and North Burgas Rivers (which includes Ticha River, Luda Kamchiya River, 

Hadzhiyska River, Aytoska River) (It was impossible to obtain an individual regional dependency for the North 

Burgas River, because of the presence of just two HMS in the region and also because of the insufficient 

reliability and quality of the data); 

III – Mandrenski and South Burgas Rivers (which includes Sredetska River, Fakiyska River, 

Ropotamo River, Veleka River). 

The derived regional dependencies are non-linear, of the following type: qmaxsr = c * AE
d  

In general, the average percentage errors of the obtained regional dependencies are acceptable for the 

purpose of the task - below 15% for the first sub-area and below 30% for the II and III sub-area.  

During the surveying of the engineering infrastructure /bridge, culvert, threshold, etc./, controls along all 

the possible lengths were measured with a measuring tape: width and height of the bridge holes, thickness of 

the piers, if any, height of the supporting beams and the slab, height of the railing, etc. Then, the coordinates 

and altitudes of the main points of the facility and the river bed were measured.  

For open facilities /without high vegetation and buildings in the vicinity/, the measurements were made 

with a GPS, by applying real time kinematics /RTK/, with minimum duration of the measurements for each 

identifiable point of 30 sec. 

Where there was high vegetation or high buildings, the measurements were performed with a total 

station. The geodetic base used was the available working geodetic base /WGB/ of the respective populated 

area /if any/ or newly identified geodetic points by using GPS measurements with minimum duration of the 

measurements of 2 minutes and average quadratic error for placement and height of 3 cm.  

The necessary geodetic activities were performed and the results were presented in a register of 

database of the geodetic activities in the APSFR, which includes the following information: 

- Drawings of all surveyed profiles in DWG format. 

- Carnets with descriptions of all profiles. 

- Files with the coordinates of the points of each surveyed profile. 

- File with the location of all surveyed profiles in SHP format. 

1D modelling was applied for the hydraulic modelling at the river sections with potential flood hazard. 

The geometry of the studied section was defined by using transversal profiles. These were selected based on 
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the conditions in the river. The distances between them were defined for each specific section. Where there 

are turns, the profiles were positioned more densely and at the straight sections they were placed at a higher 

distance. The facilities present at the studied sections were entered. These included bridges, dikes, culverts, 

thresholds, etc. The facilities were described based on their geometric data. The descriptions of bridges 

included the superstructure and the bridge holes. The values of the roughness coefficient were set for each 

profile. The profiles were divided into river beds and river terraces, for which the respective values of the 

roughness coefficient were set, based on the different morphological features and grain size. 

The hydraulic model at the respective sections was validated for selected high waves in order to check 

its reliability in the presence of a HMS. After the hydraulic model was created, it was applied for simulating 

flooding of water quantities with return period of 20, 100 and 1000 years in all APSFR. During the modelling of 

floods in the selected sections, the presence of protective dikes was taken into account. 

Where the presence of potentially hazardous reservoirs poses threat of extreme events to the APSFR 

with probability of ≥ 0.1 % (with return period ≤ 1000 y), i.e. within the studied range of likelihood of a hazard, 

these events were defined and included as additional extreme scenarios in the study. The hydrodynamic 

modelling of destruction of the identified potentially hazardous reservoirs was done according to the method of 

J. Stoker. It was assumed that the dam would be 50% destroyed. 

In APSFR with presence of a potentially hazardous reservoir, the scenario considered is one with 

extreme water quantity, with modelling of destruction of malfunctioning reservoirs or overflow of significant 

reservoirs in good working order. More specifically, the scenario was determined for each individual potentially 

hazardous (PH) reservoir, based on its: 

 category (class); 

 technical condition;  

 dimensional overflow water quantity; 

Where no technical documentation about the reservoir has been provided, the class of the dam and 

the probability of the dimensional water quantities were determined based on the “Design norms for 

hydrotechnical facilities - general provisions” that are currently in force in Bulgaria, as follows: 

 The following have been considered in identifying the uncertainty 

1. The inherent uncertainty due to the variable nature of natural phenomena (climate) and 

the upward trend of extreme phenomena 

In order to identify the uncertainty related to natural phenomena and climate change, comparative 

studies made with the regional model ALADIN 5.2 were used, with the following 2 scenarios: RCP 4.5 and 

RCP 8.5, with reference period 1976-2005. The expected climate change and, particularly, changes in the 

temperature and precipitation, demonstrate seasonal climate fluctuations, based on the relative change of 

precipitation by seasons (in %) for the period 2021-2050 as compared to 1976-2005, where the four river basin 

regions were compared. The significant increase in precipitation in autumn was confirmed by both scenarios. 
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The expected decrease of the amount of precipitation during the summer season was also confirmed. Based 

on the RCP 8.5 scenario, higher increase of the average daily temperature is expected for all periods, as 

compared to scenario RCP 4.5. The precipitation trends under the RCP 8.5 are not conclusive. Increase in the 

precipitation quantity during the period 2071-2100 is expected for all river basin management regions. Again, 

the highest increase expected is in BSBD – by almost 10 %. 

2. Uncertainty related to the methods of information processing, the measurements 

performed and errors in the measurements and the processing methods. 

The scientific uncertainty and ambiguity is the direct result of the scientific imperfections of modelling 

as an approach to studying the natural and social phenomena and events. The evaluation of uncertainty in 

hydrology is hindered by the lack of a systematic approach, which leads to restriction in the use of methods 

and hinders the transfer of information about the uncertainty from the researchers to the final consumers, 

which was and continues to be a difficult task, regardless of the respective research activity. 

3. Uncertainty related to the data available and the volume of the sample - parametric 

uncertainty in the assessment of coefficients in models. 

 The uncertainty and ambiguity resulting from the quality of data and information are among the most 

probably reasons for the lower quality of the end products. 

 The analysis of precision of the digital terrain model (DTM) applies criteria and concepts from the 

theory of errors, which do not fully correspond to the criteria used in the assessment of precision of 

hydrological data or the general information from the mathematical statistics.  The most likely problems with 

uncertainty and ambiguity are related to:  

- lack of sufficient number of sources, which, on the other hand, has an adverse impact on the 

credibility of the hydrological model;  

- uneven spatial distribution of the sources;  

- insufficient data and uncertainty and ambiguity as a result of the digital elevation model (DEM) used. 

 Based on the reliable quantitative identification, the uncertainties arising from the DTM and the 

hydrological evaluations by regional dependency are at the core of the Assessment of the uncertainty of flood 

hazard maps in APSFRs. The other elements of uncertainty, such as uncertainty based on climate change, 

etc., are currently subject to additional research for quantification. Some other factors, such as local defects in 

DTM of the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry at the “edge matching” between different parts, uncleaned 

trees, forests, etc., which, albeit located in a limited area, highly distort the illustration of the scope of flooding, 

are not subject to quantification. 
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Results during the GEODETIC ACTIVITIES AND IDENTIFICATION OF THE RIVER FLOOD HAZARD, 

two main types of final results have been obtained: GIS database containing information about the 

assessment of river flood hazard and Maps of river flood hazard at the BSBD. 
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GEODETIC ACTIVITIES AND IDENTIFICATION OF SEA FLOOD HAZARD 

The main activities related to identification of the sea flood hazard included: 

 Creation of a digital terrain model for the hazard maps; 

 Geodetic survey of the surface and underwater coastal slope and engineering facilities along the sea 

coast in each APSFR for the purpose of hydraulic modelling; 

 Identification of the sea flood hazard 

 Identification of the hazard at estuaries of rivers flowing into the sea 

 Identification of the hazard from lakes located in direct hydraulic connection to the sea 

  Identification of the hazard from lakes with no direct hydraulic connection to the sea; 

 Processing the results by combining the results from the hydraulic modelling and the topographic data 

obtained by using GIS methods and technologies 

 Identification of the uncertainty 

 Reporting the results from the modelling and the assessment of the hazard in coastal APSFR. 

The main sources of data used for drawing the maps of sea flood hazard include meteorological and 

oceanographic information and a digital model of the elevation and the seabed. 

The topographic data describing the form of the surface coastal slope and the adjacent territory have 

been obtained by surveying profiles, together with information about their location along the sea coast. 

The distance between the profiles was selected so that it could allow surveying of all significant changes 

in the geometry of the coast. The distance between the profiles accounts for the morphological and 

hydrographic features of the coast. 

Information about the location of existing hydraulic structures and natural formations along the coast was 

also collected and analysed. Data about their geometry was also collected. Where these facilities fall within the 

profile, these were captured during the survey of the respective profile. 

Photographs from convenient position of each profile were taken in the course of surveying. The 

transversal profiles of the coastal slope are represented both in AutoCAD and text format. The measured 

points can be imported in Geodatabase. The coordinate system is WGS 84; the height system is Baltic sea 

level. 

The generation of a digital terrain model (DTM) was done by importing the surveyed profiles.  

The database from the geodetic measurements includes: 

1. Register of the profiles in Excel format 

2. Shp-file with the locations of the sea profiles. 

3. Carnet with pictures for each profile. 

4. Profile in AutoCAD. 

5. Text file with the x, y and z coordinates of the points within the profile. 

The following sample layout of the different components of the database is presented: 
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FID Shape * CS_Index APSFRCode CS_PtNumber CS_PtCode Easting Northing Chainage 

0 Point 1 BG2_APSFR_BS_01 1 BS_01_S_00_1 626798.8406 4839701.4512 0.00 

1 Point 2 BG2_APSFR_BS_01 2 BS_01_S_00_2 626223.2398 4839332.0602 709.34 

2 Point 3 BG2_APSFR_BS_01 3 BS_01_S_00_3 625981.2300 4838072.6735 2013.03 

3 Point 4 BG2_APSFR_BS_01 4 BS_01_S_00_4 626127.9484 4836984.9538 3117.97 

4 Point 5 BG2_APSFR_BS_01 5 BS_01_S_00_5 626255.9190 4836509.2264 3617.97 

5 Point 6 BG2_APSFR_BS_01 6 BS_01_S_00_6 626285.9128 4836019.3362 4117.97 

6 Point 7 BG2_APSFR_BS_01 7 BS_01_S_00_7 626428.4217 4834849.9582 5311.99 

7 Point 8 BG2_APSFR_BS_01 8 BS_01_M_00_8 626226.9301 4836501.4919 30.00 

8 Point 9 BG2_APSFR_BS_01 9 BS_01_M_00_9 626013.0959 4836400.9515 267.83 

9 Point 10 BG2_APSFR_BS_01 10 BS_01_M_00_10 625333.4911 4836331.0527 1051.42 

10 Point 11 BG2_APSFR_BS_01 11 BS_01_M_00_11 624553.4431 4836998.3221 2093.49 

 

A register of the marine hydraulic structures in the areas was made. 

The national methodology recommends using data from long-term observations on the wave 

parameters /significant wave height/ and the regime characteristics of data from long-term measurements of 

the sea level fluctuations in 6 coastal synoptic stations from the monitoring system of the National Institute 

of Meteorology and Hydrology - Bulgarian Academy of Science. To define the height of creepage on the outer 

bar, nomograms from the American Shore Protection Manual were used (Shore Protection Manual, USACE, 

1984). 

An important element is the statistical processing of data about the sea level and the wind waves. 

For defining the hazard of sea floods, the maximum sea level in the  “optimistic” opt or “pessimistic” 

pes scenario was calculated, by considering the climate change based on the national Methodology.  

The sequence indicated below has been applied as a working algorithm for the development of the 

sea flood hazard maps. 

Working 

step 

Activity 

1. The area with significant potential risk, identified based on the PFRA, is defined as an area 

with potential hazard of sea flood. 

2. The inventory of the area features is determined - detailed analysis of the data from the PFRA 

from past sea floods and after updating the data about eventual new floods registered. The 

current status of the coastal area is taken into account - evolution of the coastal line, abrasion 

and accumulation processes, status and functionality of the marine hydraulic infrastructure, 

presence of engineering facilities in zone A, at a distance of 100 m from the coastal line to the 

shore, location of the populated areas, engineering infrastructure, level of urbanisation, 
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presence and status of the natural ecosystems – beaches, wetlands, dunes, firths, etc., which 

should be plotted in the respective GIS layer. 

3. A digital model of the area with significant potential risk is developed, which will be used in GIS 

environment. The digital elevation model for the land and the sea bed should be in a unified 

coordinate and height system with precisely defined baseline “zero” for the heights. It should 

reflect the current status of the section of the coastal zone from the area with significant 

potential risk – the recent status of the coastal zone, accounting for the abrasion and 

accumulation processes. 

4. The representativeness of the synoptic station for the area, for which the zone of potential sea 

flood hazard will be mapped, is taken into account and the region with representative synoptic 

station the zone falls in is identified.  

If the slope of the coastal surface slope of the area for which the hazard map will be developed 

differs substantially from the slope of the surface coastal slope tan(α) of the respective 

representative station, a new calculation of the average height of creepage of the wave on the 

coast is necessary 7 for the three levels of probability of 5%, 1% and 0.1%. (point B.2.3.2), by 

taking into account the actual value of tan(α). Then the new value of  has to be calculated for 

the three levels of probability of 5%, 1% and 0.1% - by adding columns 3, (4 or 5), 6, 8, 10, in 

order to obtain the values in columns (11 or 12) of tables B.5.1, B.6.1 and B.7.1. 

If the envelopes from the nomogram cannot be used, the average height of creepage of the 

wave7 is calculated by using the formulae indicated in the Methodology. 

5. The values of the maximum increase of the sea level at the surface coastal slope with a 

defined probability are presented for each respective synoptic station. Depending on the 

scenario (the level of probability), for which the flood hazard map will be drawn, the value of 

the maximum increase of the sea level at the coastal zone of the area with potential sea flood 

hazard is accounted for with probability level of 5% (20 years), 1% (100 years) and 0.1% (1000 

years). The value of the maximum sea level is selected in the “optimistic” opt or 

“pessimistic” pes scenario. 

6. For the selected value of increase in the sea level  with defined probability, the respective 

height of the surface of the water flow with respect to the baseline “zero” of the digital elevation 

model is set in GIS environment, in order to simulate the flooding of the respective coastal 

zone. The potential zone of flooding is mapped by proportional decrease of the height of 

flooding by  0.04 m for every inland 100 m until the height of flooding is depleted.  
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As a result of the activity described above, the maximum sea levels with probability of 5%,1% and 

0.1% for sea APSFR were defined for the average slope of the surface coastal slope for the geomorphological 

sub-area. 

The processes of backwatering of a river estuary from the sea level and of increase in the levels of 

lakes with direct or indirect hydraulic connection to the Black Sea are more complex and require a set of 

hydraulic calculations. 

The rivers included in the list of APSFRs endorsed by the minister of the environment and 

water, which are subject to analysis of the sea flood hazard, are: 

- Batovska River - BG2_APSFR_BS_03 

- Panairdere River - BG2_APSFR_BS_05 

- Dvoynitsa River - BG2_APSFR_BS_05 

- Hadzhidere River - BG2_APSFR_BS_06 

- Aheloy River - BG2_APSFR_BS_06 

- Dyavolska River - BG2_APSFR_BS_09 

- Karaagach River - BG2_APSFR_BS_09; 

- Lisovo Dere River - BG2_APSFR_BS_10 

The hydraulic calculations for identifying the hazard at the estuaries of rivers flowing into the sea are 

performed based on the following assumptions: 

- The fluctuations in the sea level at the estuaries of rivers and the river flow are two random 

variables with different laws of distribution 

- The water levels at the end section of the river depend both on the sea level and on the water 

quantity flowing through the river. 

If the sea level rises for a period greater than the period of regular waves, the sea waters start 

entering the estuary of the river. Initially, a back stream is formed, which declines at a certain distance from the 

coastal line under the impact of the river stream. After this transitional period, under the impact of the incoming 

water quantity in the river, the stream at the river section recovers its direction toward the sea. In the normal 

case of wide estuaries and flat river beds in the considered section, it is characterised by gradual decrease in 

the velocity, compensated by the gradually increasing cross sections to the sea. The hydraulic slope of such a 

stream is very close to zero. Thus, at the river section that is the closest to the sea, horizontal water level 

equal to the sea level is established. The length of this part of the section extends upstream the river up to the 

closest transversal profile, where the river level determined by the water quantity is equal to the sea level. A 

short transitional section with a certain backwatering curve is establishes at the section around this profile, 
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which is depleted upstream. Based on the conditions of our Black Sea rivers, the length of the transitional 

section does not exceed several kilometres. Because of the uncertainty regarding the sufficient precision of 

the remaining baseline data, the short transitional sections and the small volume of expected backwatering in 

them, it can be assumed that the stream there is also undisturbed by the sea level. 

The final results depend significantly on the precise presentation of the terrain conditions within the 

studied sections. Precise digital models of the coastal line of the sea in the area of the river estuary are 

necessary, along with a transversal profile of the river bed with a length covering the estimated section of the 

impact caused by the studied elevations of the sea bed, characteristic transversal profiles of the river bed, also 

covering the river valley up to the estimated maximum elevation of flooding, hydromorphological 

characteristics of the river bed and the flooded strips around it. The reliability of the final results obtained is 

highly dependent on the precision of this preparatory work, because the hydraulic calculations of the 

elevations of the water beds in the river are based on this. The lack of digital terrain model from the precise 

surveying with Lidar significantly hinders the efforts for reliable modelling of the flood. 

The approach for identifying the hazard at the estuaries of rivers flowing into the sea is in line with the 

Methodology recommendations and comprises of the following steps: 

1. The river is divided into small calculation sections with homogeneous features of the stream - 

roughness coefficient, slope of the bed, etc. The division starts from the profile at the river estuary. Each 

section has a starting and ending transversal profile and the numbering goes in the opposite direction of the 

stream. 

2. The elevation of the water level of the starting profile is assumed to be elevation 0. The throughput 

characteristics for the starting profile of the first section, with given dimensional water quantity Q with 

predetermined probability p is calculated based on a formula. 

3. An elevation of the water surface z1,2 is set for the ending profile of the first section, which is based 

on the elevation of the water surface z1,1 in the starting profile. Based on this, the first approximation of Δz1 is 

set - as the difference between the elevations of the water surface of the two cross sections within the section. 

4. Δz1 is calculated based on a formula.  

The calculations are iterative until the set value and the calculated value of Δz1 become equal. 

4. The value of z1,2 that satisfies the previous step is assumed to be the elevation of the water surface z2,1 in the 

starting profile of the next section. The procedure is repeated for all sections all the way to the selected end 

point of the river. 

The results from the hydraulic calculations are integrated in the digital terrain model for the purpose of 

visualisation and mapping. The zone of backwatering from the sea level of a river estuary is presented, as 

illustrated in the following figure: 
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The backwatering at a river estuary from the sea level as a hazard scenario is predetermined by the 

increase in the sea level, therefore the two interrelated scenarios are presented in a summarised hazard map 

in order to facilitate the use of the hazard maps and to ensure the correct identification of the damages at the 

flooding zone.  

The hazard from lakes located in direct hydraulic connection to the sea has been determined for 

Varna Lake and Burgas Lake at the six characteristic maximum sea levels for the APSFR, in an optimistic 

and pessimistic scenario of climate change.  

The following assumptions have been made, in line with the Methodology recommendations, for 

identifying the hazard of lakes located in direct hydraulic connection to the sea: 

1. It is assumed that the increased sea level, with a set probability, is constant during the entire period of the 

study up to the point where the level of the lake becomes equal to the sea level. 

2. It is assumed that the initial level in the lake is equal to its average annual value. 

3. The inflow of surface waters and ground waters to the lake is not taken into account. 

4. The loss of water from the lake due to infiltration and evaporation from the free water surface has been 

neglected because it is significantly lower 

5. The connecting channel has the form of a prism and a positive slope of the bed. 

6. The non-stationary process of the stream in the channel is approximated to the stationary uneven flow 

during short discreet time intervals. 

The calculations have been made for Varna Lake and Burgas Lake, for which there are reliable data on 

the parameters of the hydraulic connection to the sea.  These calculations are based on the formula for wide 

threshold overflow, where properly selected time-based increments are applied for the calculation of the 

volume of the water masses coming from the sea.  The selected coefficient of the water quantity corresponds 

to an overflow with non-gradual entrance, i.e. m = 0.30. 

It should be noted that it is practically impossible to have simultaneous impact from events with low 

likelihood and therefore considering the combination of those events is not justified. Such events, in the 
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context of the issues considered here, are the increase in the average sea level of the Black sea, by 

considering the climate change in the “pessimistic” scenario and the increase in the level by considering the 

wave effect caused by waves with probability of 0.1%. Therefore, it is appropriate to neglect the extreme 

values of the maximum increase of the sea level in the “pessimistic” scenario with probability of 0.1% as 

practically unlikely for the mapping of sea floods. 

For determination of the hazard from lakes with no direct hydraulic connection to the sea, five lakes 

have been studied. After the analysis, the hazard was mapped for four of them: Durankulak Lake, Shabla 

Lake, Atanasovsko Lake and Pomoriysko Lake.  

The following assumptions have been made for identification of the hazard from lakes with no direct 

hydraulic connection to the sea: 

1. The inflow of surface waters is possible only from a river flowing into the lake or from a system of 

rivulets. 

2. The inflow elements of the water balance - underground recharge and precipitation on the surface of 

the lake and the consumption elements - infiltration to the sea and evaporation from the free water 

surface, are insignificant and have not been taken into account for the studies. 

The two main steps for identification of the hazard from lakes with no direct hydraulic connection to the 

sea are as follows:  

- Identification of the maximum surface inflow to the lake 

- Calculation of the patterns of the maximum waters for different levels of probability based on a formula 

- Calculation of the maximum water quantities for the set level of probability based on a formula 

- Calculation of the time of rising of the high wave at different levels of probability based on formulae 

- Calculation of the volume of the high wave based on a formula 

- Identification of the increased water level in the lake as a result of this inflow 

- Based on the topographic curve of volumes, V0 in the lake is found for the initial value of the water 

level He,0. 

- The new water volume is obtained by adding the initial water volume to the volume of the high wave: 

- Based on the topographic curve of volumes, the respective level is reported for the obtained volume V, 

which is the increased water level in the lake based on a certain probability level that is searched 

The modelling and analysis of the hazard from lakes was performed in several consecutive stages, 

during which the models were made more precise and the results were updated. After the calculations for 

identifying the increase in the water levels in lakes with no direct hydraulic connection and an in-depth 

analysis of the topographic, hydrological and hydraulic features of the lakes with no direct hydraulic 

connection to the sea, 3 groups of cases, to which these lakes could be attributed, were identified. 

The results from the hydraulic modelling were aggregated by using GIS technologies with the digital 

terrain model. This allowed identification of the flooded areas by subtracting the grid with the terrain 
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elevations from the grid with the elevations of the water surface, in accordance with the Methodology. The 

result from this was a grid with the respective areas flooded by simulated sea floods with return period of 20, 

100 and 1000 years, based on which the flood hazard maps for marine APSFR were developed. 

The analysis of the uncertainty in the development of the flood hazard maps made by the team shows 

that at present, for the conditions of the BSBD, the most effective method to reduce the uncertainty, is to 

provide DTM by means of more accurate laser surveying. 

Results during the GEODETIC ACTIVITIES AND IDENTIFICATION OF THE SEA FLOOD HAZARD, 

two main types of final results were have been obtained: GIS database containing information about the 

assessment of sea flood hazard and Maps of sea flood hazard at the BSBD. 
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FLOOD RISK ASSESSMENT AND MAPPING 

The activities and the results obtained from the flood risk assessment are presented below:  

 

 

The activities related to flood risk assessment and mapping used the available information 

based on an integrated approach, through a GIS-based overlay and derivative spatial-analytical techniques, 

based on which the potentially affected areas from the floods within the predetermined APSFRs were 

identified. After identification of the spatial spread of the flood, including its spatial scope or depth, the 

vulnerability and exposure of the sites within the flood hazard areas were identified, together with an 

assessment and quantification of the potential human victims. 

For the identification of the spatial scope and the flood risk assessment, the main approach used was 

the GIS-based spatial overlay, which generates the necessary information through geometric and attributive 

intersections between data containing information about the spatial distribution of the population, the methods 

of land use of the territory, the constructed buildings, sites and infrastructure on the one hand and the 

generated geo-spatial data about the scope, depth and velocity of the simulated data about potential floods in 

the defined target regions, with respective return periods of 20, 100 and 1000 years, based on which the flood 

risk within the APSFRs should be assessed.  

The starting point for this study is the definition of flood risk laid down in the Water Act, where 

point 88 of the Supplementary Provisions defines “flood risk” as a “combination of the probability of a flood 

event and of the potential adverse consequences for humans, the technical infrastructure and economic 

activities, the environment and the cultural heritage”. This definition almost fully matches the definition laid 

down in Directive 2007/60/EC. 

Three integrated approaches were used for the structuring of the applied flood risk assessment 

procedure on the territory of the BSBD: systematic, incremental and spatial approach, based on which the 

STAGE 4 
Development and presentation of maps of the areas with flood risk 

 
Tasks: 

 Identification of the area of the flood risk map 

 Mapping the approximate number of potentially affected population 

 Mapping the type of economic activity in the potentially affected area 

 Mapping the installations under annex No. 4 to Art.117 of the Environment Protection 
Act and the protected areas under Art.6 of  the Biodiversity Act /ZBR/, which could be 
potentially affected 

 Mapping other significant pollution sources 

 Mapping the cultural and historical sites and other sites of interest 

 Layout of the flood risk map 

 Development final GIS files for reporting 
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assessment activities were performed and the necessary information about the quantification and qualification 

of the flood risk was generated, followed by its geo-spatial “deposition” (cartography). 

According to the “Methodology for flood hazard and flood risk assessment” endorsed by the MOEW, 

risk is a function of the hazard (of floods), the vulnerability and the exposure (of the respective sites and 

people). Based on this and in line with the requirements laid down in the Technical Specification of the public 

contract and the parameters of the submitted Technical Proposal, a conceptual geo-spatial model for flood risk 

assessment within the BSBD and the defined APSFRs was developed, which has the following indicative 

logical framework: 

 

Figure 1. Logical framework for flood risk assessment 

  

In the spatial and analytical flood risk assessment model presented above, the hazard is 

presented by the frequency/probability, spatial scope and depth and stream velocity characteristics. 

The exposure and vulnerability are secondary information units, which, on the one hand, reflect the 

quantitative spatial and geometric characteristics of the potentially affected sites (exposure) and, on the other 

hand, should provide information about the loss of properties and potential financial damages (vulnerability). 

In order to apply the conceptual model described above and to perform the assessment, significant 

volume and diversity of databases of different origin, spatial scope, level of detail and geo-information 

characteristics were collected and processed, which, on the other hand, were used as a basis for deploying 

the assessment process for identifying the flood risk. The main types of data were: 

 Ortho-photo images (used for visual inspection and for filling in gaps regarding sites, buildings, etc. that are 

likely to be affected under the different scenarios for identification of the flood risk); 

 Cadastral information (about APSFRs for which there is an effective cadastral map) - in digital form, provided 

by the Geodesy, Cartography and Cadastre Agency; 

Hazard (scope, depth, velocity) 

Population Buildings, properties Infrastructure Protected territories 
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Types of buildings 
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 Cadastral information provided by the municipalities in digital or analogous form, about the APSFRs for which 

no effective cadastral map is available; 

 Maps of restored ownership; 

 Data from NSI about the spatial and quantitative characteristics of the population - from Census 2011; 

 Other data,collected from different institutions, related to the infrastructure systems in the different APSFRs. 

An integrated research system comprising of four main groups of scientific and applied methods was 

used for the risk assessment and development of the maps: 

 Methods of the GIS-based spatial modelling; 

 Methods of cartographic modelling and cartographic representation; 

 Risk assessment methods. 

Risk assessment and risk mapping activities implemented 

The spatial scope of the risk assessment, based on which the respective analytical and assessment 

procedure was deployed, was identified within the defined areas under hazard and based on the spatial 

parameters of the potential floods. From a technological aspect, first all the available non-information 

resources were processed and integrated to the working geo-database for the project, from which they were 

used as input parameters for the risk assessment in the respective APSFRs. The analysis and assessment 

procedure itself has the following schematic form: 

 

Figure 1. Assessment procedure 

 For each APSFR within the studied area a set of assessment layers in GIS format was created (geo 

database), which were developed based on the requirements of the Methodology endorsed by the MOEW.  

 Assessment of the types of economic activity 

 The assessment of the types of economic activity was performed in accordance with the methodology 

and the data collected about the land use of the territory within the defined areas under hazard in the different 

categories of likelihood. The following GIS-based analytical functions were applied for structuring and 

cartographing: 

Input parameters for 
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 - CLIP: in order to extract the types of territories that fall within the flooding; 

 - Re-classification - in order to align and summarise the individual categories of land use to the 

classes of economic activity defined in the Methodology.  

 As a result of this, the element “Economic activity” of the geo database for the risk assessment 

is generated, which is developed for the three probability periods for each APSFR. 

 For example, the layer “Economic activity 20y” (fig.4.) contains information about the territories that 

could be potentially affected in the event of “wave” Q20, as well as a quantitative and qualitative definition of 

parameters of the types of territories by land use/economic activities and the eventual areas for each site 

included in the respective layer: 

 

 

Figure 2. Structure and content of layer EconomicActivity_Q100 for APSFR 32_BG2_APSFR_PR_02 (Suvorovo) 

 Assessment of the risk for the population 

 For the risk assessment for the population, two main approaches were used within the area, 

depending on the presence or lack of an effective cadastral map within the respective APSFR. If there is such 

a map, a an approach using geo-coding of the population by buildings has been applied, by using information 

provided by NSI, summarised at building level. This approach is much more accurate as compared to the 

approach laid down in the methodology endorsed by the MOEW, because the population is “distributed” based 

on real point locations, matched to the buildings from the cadastral map. 

If there is no effective cadastral map and/or if no detailed information for those addresses has been 

provided by NSI, those could not be geo-coded and therefore the Contractor used the working technique 
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described in the Methodology endorsed by the MOEW1. Under this approach, based on identified cadastral 

information, all residential areas that fall within the spatial scope of the modelled hazard with low likelihood 

(1000 y) were identified, which were matched to the number of population plus an “added” weighting of 40% 

for the so-called neighbours. 

Where hotels have been identified within the scope of the hazard, the approach described in the 

methodology has been applied, with assessment of the buildings area and subsequent calculation of the 

potential maximum number of guests and visitors - one guest per each 10-15 m2 of built-up area. 

The approach described above does not guarantee more than 60-70% accuracy and could be used to 

illustrate the general approach for filling in missing information in the course of development of the maps. 

 Mapping installations, protected areas and other sites that are subject to assessment 

 The mapping of all the remaining areas that are subject to risk assessment, envisaged in the 

requirements under this public contract, was performed either through their digitalisation from analogous 

sources of information (paper maps, literature sources, etc.) or by using digital databases. Part of the sites 

were identified from an ortho-photo map and were respectively verified on the field during the stage of the 

geodetic surveying. 

 The identified and digitalised sites were initially logically arranged and described, by using the 

following indicative model of description: 

 

Table 1. Indicative model of description 

Data Type of graphic model Data source 

A. Primary data (entered in 

the database) 
  

River network Linear Topographic maps 

Altitude Raster grid Topographic maps 

Land cover Polygon Ortho-photo map 

………………….. ……………………….. ……………………… 

B. Secondary data (obtained 

from the data entered in 

GIS) 

  

Scope of protected areas Polygon Integration of diverse information  

Administrative buildings Point 
Obtained from analysis of the 

cadastral maps, the Internet, etc. 

                                                           
1
 See page 232 of the Methodology for flood hazard and flood risk assessment” according to the 

requirements of Directive 2007/60/ЕС 
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Discharges Point Data from MOEW/BD 

................................ ................................... ...................................... 

 

 Then, the data is integrated to a target GIS, their respective attributes are assigned and the data is 

cartographed by using symbols and/or other cartographing methods indicated in the Methodology endorsed by 

the MOEW. 

 The interpretation of risk is fully based on the Methodology approved by the MOEW, by applying 

three main categories (in line with Directive 2008/114/EC on the critical infrastructures and the national Water 

Act: 

High risk - It is recommended not to permit or extend an existing constructed area where people or animals 

stay. A project for special measures against flooding should be implemented for the existing constructed area 

in order to ensure the respective mitigation of risk (mitigation of vulnerability) or a programme for moving this 

site should be developed. 

 

Medium risk - Construction is possible, but with certain restrictions based on detailed assessment of the 

functionality and vulnerability of the sites within the affected territory in the context of the potential flood hazard 

for the sites. It is not suitable for construction of vulnerable sites, such as hospitals, schools, administration, 

etc. It is not recommended to expand the constructed areas. 

Low risk - Construction is possible and the owners of the affected plots and sites shall be warned about the 

potential flood hazard. Special measures should be undertaken for the vulnerable sites (for mitigating the 

vulnerability), both for the ones already constructed and for the ones that are planned to be constructed / 

expanded.  

Results 

Four main types of final results have been achieved from the risk assessment and mapping activities: 

GIS database containing information about the risk assessment, summarised data of the affected territories 

and economic activities, indicative evaluation of the potential damages based on application of the vulnerability 

functions (based on the endorsed Methodology) and flood risk maps for WABD. 

GIS database - All information units in the GIS database are structured and arranged based on the 

requirements of the Methodology for flood hazard assessment in accordance with the requirements of 

Directive 2007/60/ЕС and are compiled as a separate annex to this report. 

Defined types of potentially affected economic activities and territories 

As a result of the hazard and risk assessment, the types of territories with potential flood risk within the 

APSFRs have been defined, for a period of 20, 100 and 1000 years, respectively.  
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Vulnerability functions 

In the “Methodology for flood hazard and flood risk assessment in accordance with the requirements of 

Directive 2007/60/ЕС” endorsed by the MOEW, the vulnerability functions have been examined in the form of 

recommended guidelines2, where the main limiting factor is the lack of detailed information about the different 

types of sites on the one hand and the lack of sufficiently reliable vulnerability curves for our country on the 

other, where no such curves have been developed at all as of today. 

Only partial cadastral maps, as well as summarised data from Census 2011 from NSI were available 

during the development of the methodology and during the course of implementation of this project, which 

were insufficient for making a detailed and justified assessment. Partial information about buildings, transport 

facilities and industrial sites was provided by the municipal administrations and by public sources and 

publications, primarily on the Internet. 

This meant that primarily expert methods for vulnerability assessment would be used, which, on the 

other hand, resulted in low credibility of the results obtained. As indicated in the methodology, the credibility 

does not exceed 50-60%. 

Based on the vulnerability curves indicated in the Methodology3 and the available information collected 

in the course of implementation of the task, summarised functions within the individual APSFRs for the 

following types of sites were applied: residential territories, transport infrastructure and light industry.  

The flood risk maps were the last cartography product from the logical series under this public 

contract. The latter constitute thematic or special maps, the content of which presents the flood risk for a 

specific territory. The main purpose of these maps is to provide users with organised information on the 

potentially affected risk elements in the event of floods with different probability and to support the 

stakeholders in the decision making process. 

 The figure below presents the overall process of generation of the digital products (including the 

information flows) related to the flood risk and flood hazard assessment: 

                                                           
2
 Page 267 
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Figure 3. Generation of digital products 

According to 146g of the Water Act, the maps of the areas with flood risk shall show the adverse 

consequences of floods for each of the probability scenarios, expressed in terms of: 

- the indicative number of inhabitants potentially affected; 

- the type of economic activity of the area potentially affected; 

- the installations as referred to in Annex №4 to Article 117 of the Environment Protection Act, which might 

cause additional accidental pollution in case of flooding;  

- the protected areas; 

- other significant pollution sources; 

- other elements of the risk. 

 For the purpose of mapping the flood risk, the team of Consortium Riskavisers developed cartography 

templates, which fully comply with the Methodology endorsed by the MOEW.  

 The unified cartography template includes all attributes described in the technical terms of reference. 

The latter have also been creates as MXD (Map) documents in ArcGIS 10, with clearly indicated routes for the 

digital geographic data, which are necessary for the representation of the cartographic events. The template 

has the following structure: 
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Figure 4. Structure of the cartography template 

The cartography projection is UTM zone 34, Datum: WGS1984, as defined in the Technical 

Specification. 

The maps were developed and printed in full colour in A3 format, in line with the Methodology for flood 

hazard and flood risk assessment and based on the template developed by the Contracting Authority, where 

recent ortho-photo pictures provided by the Contracting Authority were used as a base. The maps were 

developed in accordance with the requirements of the Technical Specification and are of the following type 

and structure: 

MAIN MAP 
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(LEGEND) 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
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Figure 5. Sample overview of a risk map 

The maps of areas at risk of floods are provided in digital and paper form, in full compliance with the 

requirements of the Contracting Authority with respect to the cartography layout of the products, the thematic 

approaches for cartography, the symbols and the scale. 

Results - Two main types of final results have been achieved from the risk assessment and mapping activities 

during the fourth stage: GIS database containing information about the risk assessment and and Maps of 

floods in the BSBD. 


